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Abstract
This paper examines the stock price movement and volatility in listed financial Omani Companies
in MSM. The study made use of secondary data. This study is an attempt to answer these important
questions, is there an effect of the announcement of the dividend policy on the market value of the
shares of the Omani companies listed in MSM? Moreover, Is there any effect for each of the
announcement of the earnings per share and distribution of profits on the market value of the shares
of the Omani companies listed in MS at the level of each year of the study? The analytical
descriptive approach was used to investigate. This study mainly depends on secondary data. The
event study methodology is intended to investigate the effect of an event on a specific dependent
variable. An “event” is the public announcement of a (usually voluntary) corporate action. In this
considered corporate action is the dividend announcement. The abnormal return is calculated form
10 days prior to the event and 10 days post to the event.
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1. Introduction
Financial markets are considered as an economy reflection of the country. A good economy is to
achieve good financial market and vice versa. Financial instruments have evolved and their tools
and investment tools developed and has become a vital and important role in society. The economic
development of the country is connected with the money related market of the nation. The share
trading system is utilized as a marker of the state's economy. The presence of capital market can
empower an organization to acquire an option wellspring of the reserve. On alternate hands, it
gives adaptability to a financial specialist to pick speculation in view of their inclination. The
investors have evaluated the stocks of companies based on many financial factors, including
Earnings per share and dividend policy. In addition to many other factors, as there are non-financial
factors, such as the news circulating in the market and the administration's reputation and the
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nature of the activity of the company. The earnings per share are represented in the share of one
share of the annual profit of the company. The dividend distribution of shares is also a significant
element in ascertaining the value of the market’s shares.
1.1. The Theoretical Framework and Former Studies
Sharab study (2006) examined the impact of the announcement of dividends, earnings per share
and other factors on the prices of shares of companies listed on Palestine Stock Exchange. It was
found that the announcement of the share of the net profit has a significant negative impact on the
determination of the price of the share, and it was achieved by comparing the averages before and
after the announcement of the distribution of return until the announcement of the distribution of
return affects negatively and weakly on the share price. While the study of Jerjawi (2008)
concluded that it is possible to rely on a set of financial ratios for each sector to predict the stock
price in the Palestine Financial Market.
Moshwiqa study (2013) It was concluded that there was a weak relationship between the profits
and returns for the total sample without the separation of sectors, and by applying the model to
each sector, the strongest relationship was in the banking sector and became weaker when moving
to the services and industrial sectors. It was also found that investors understand the components
of net income and understand accounting practices.
Wang and Chang (2008) The result of the study was that companies that have significant
information disclosure have a greater relationship between accounting profits and market price.
The result also shows that there is a significant positive relationship between book value and share
price Market, and as a result, the researchers concluded that there is a fundamental relationship
between earnings per share and market price.
Dasilas study (2008) it was concluded that there was a positive relationship in the share price and
volume due to the announcement of profits and dividend distribution. These results are beneficial
to shareholders and investors in the Greek stock market and serve their interest in Investment and
strategy.
Asamoah and Nkurmah (2010) It was concluded that the announcement of the dividend
distribution had a negative impact on the market value of the share. It was concluded that the
Ghana financial market is almost strong based on the outcome of this study.
Saeidi and Khandoozi (2011) study aimed to test the relationship between market and market share
prices in the Tehran stock market. The multiple regression method was used to find the relationship
between independent and independent variables. The study sample was 159 companies from 2003
to 2009, and it was concluded that the market rates are intrinsically related to the share price, in
addition to the fact that earnings per share and earnings per share have a significant impact on the
share price.
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1.2. Problem Statement
The events that influence in determining the market value of the shares of the Omani companies
which are listed on the Muscat security market, Perhaps the most important of these events: the
announcement of the earnings per share and announced the distribution of profits (dividend
policy), and can be viewed as the problem of the study through the following questions:
1) Is there an effect of the announcement of the dividend policy on the market value of the
shares of the Omani companies listed in MSM?
2) Is there any effect for each of the announcement of the earnings per share and distribution
of profits on the market value of the shares of the Omani companies listed in MS at the
level of each year of the study?
1.3. Objectives of the Study
Considering the existing literature reviews and the problem statement, the following objectives
were framed for the study:
• To study the impact of dividend announcement and the reaction of share prices using event
study methodology.
• To determine the stock returns on the announcement of the dividend date.
1.4. Hypothesis of the Study
The following are the research hypotheses that are planned and verified based on the abovementioned objective to discover the impact of dividend announcement on the selected companies
share price return.
Ho: Dividend announcement does not have any statistically significant impact on share price
behaviour.
Hl: Dividend announcement have a statistically significant impact on share price behaviour.
1.5. Model of the Study
The model of the study through Figure (1) the relationship between the variables, with an average
market value of the shares calculated before the announcement of earnings per share, and was
calculated an average market value of the shares after the announcement of earnings per share and
then to see the effect of the announcement of earnings per share in the Commission Meeting
general in the market value of the shares, as well as the average market value of the shares
calculated before the announcement of the distribution of dividends, and were calculated an
average market value of the shares after the announcement of distribution of dividends and then to
see the effect of the announcement of distribution of dividends in the General Assembly meeting
in the market value of the shares.
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Figure 1: Model of the Study
1.6. The Methodology of the Study
The analytical descriptive approach was used to investigate this study in order to determine the
impact of the announcement of dividend distribution and the announcement of earnings per share
in the market value of Omani companies listed in MSM.
1.7. Source and Collection of Data
The study mainly depends on secondary data. The required data for the study is the daily closing
price of MSM Financial and Banking sector companies. Data was collected from MSM website.
1.8. Event Study Methodology
The event study methodology is intended to investigate the effect of an event on a specific
dependent variable. A commonly used dependent variable in event studies is the stock price of the
company. The definition of such an event study will be ‘a study of the changes in stock price
beyond expectation (Abnormal returns) over a period of time (event window). We attribute the
abnormal returns to the effects of the event.’ The event study methodology seeks to determine
whether there is an abnormal stock price effect associated with an event. In this study considered
event is Dividend announcement.
1.9. Event Study Timeline
An “event” is the public announcement of a (usually voluntary) corporate action. In this considered
corporate action is the dividend announcement. The abnormal return is calculated form 10 days
prior to the event and 10 days post to the event. This period is called an observation period. Each
day’s abnormal return is calculated in the observation period. The estimation period contains 30
days closing price of the selected companies prior to the observation period. The estimation period
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each day’s selected companies return as well as MSM 30 index return is calculated. These values
are used to measure the AR and CAR in the observation period.
Estimation Period

-40

Observation Period

-10

-10

0

+10

Event Period

1.10. Abnormal Return (AR)
The Abnormal Return (AR) is the difference between the firm’s actual return and the predicted
return on a specific date. It is computed using the following equation:
𝐴𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − (𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖 𝑟𝑚,𝑡 )
αi= Intercept of a straight - line or alpha coefficient of ith share.
βi= Slope of a straight - line or beta coefficient of ith share
Rm,t = Expected return on the index (MSM 30 Index in this study) during period ‘t’
1.11. Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR)
Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR) is the measure of the total abnormal returns during the event
period; It is calculated as the sum of the ARs during the event period.
1.12. T Statistics
The T-test statistics are used to test the dividend announcement had a real effect on the selected
share price of the firms. The test statistic is the AR/Standard Error of the Predicted Y Value for
Each X. Y is the market return of selected companies share price return (x). If the absolute value
of the test statistic is greater than 1.96, then the AR is statistically significant at 5% level. The
hypothesis acceptance-rejection explained by the following formula
The researcher fails to reject the hypothesis if
-1.96 SEM < 0 < +1.96 SEM
This can be rewritten
-1.96<

̅ −𝜇
𝑋
𝑆/√𝑁

< +1.96
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On the other hand, we reject the hypothesis if
̅ −𝜇
𝑋

̅ −𝜇
𝑋

𝑆/√

𝑆/√𝑁

<-1.96 or
𝑁

The statistic

̅ −𝜇
𝑋
𝑆/√𝑁

≥ 1.96

is denoted by the symbol t. The test can be summarized as: Reject the hypothesis

that the population mean is 0 if and only if the absolute value of t is greater than 1.96.
There is a 5% chance of obtaining a 95% confidence interval that excludes 0 when it is, in fact,
the population mean. For this reason, we say that this test has been performed at the 0.05 level of
significance. Had a 99% confidence interval been used, we would say that the test had been
performed at the 0.01 level of significance, that is, the significance level of the test is the
probability of rejecting a hypothesis when it is true.
1.12.1. R square
The value of R2 lies between 0 and 1 and has no unit. The R 2 value is a measured liner association
between two variables. The higher the value of R-squared, the better the model fits for the data. It
is the Measure of how close the data are to the goodness of fit in the regression line.
1.13. Data Analysis and Interpretation
Table 1(See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Ahli Bank around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There is no positive
abnormal return found in pre-announcement period. The abnormal return is found in the post
announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; 7% positive abnormal return was
recorded. The second day of the dividend announcement -3% negative abnormal returns was
recorded in the Ahli Bank. A little abnormal return is found during the first two days after the
announcement of dividend results. After that abnormal return is reduced. The t-test statistic value
for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically significant on the post event
period (0, 1 and 2 days) at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null hypothesis. The
cumulative abnormal return for the event period is -1%. R-squared value indicates the percentage
of the Ahli banks stock price return movements that could be explained by price return movements
of MSM 30 index.
Figure 1 graphs shows return of Ahli bank around the event period; in which there is no appears
of general trend. The trading strategy is only viable if the nature surprise is known and most
noticeable movement is the return of Ahli bank rises considerably on the 1 st day of post
announcement period for a positive surprise.
Table 2 (See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Bank Dhofar around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There are negative
abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period. In the post announcement period, very next
day of dividend announcement; 12% positive abnormal return was recorded. The second day of
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the dividend announcement 2% positive abnormal returns was recorded in the Bank Dhofar. A
considerable abnormal return is found during the first two days after the announcement of dividend
results. After that abnormal return is reduced and 6th day of post announcement negative abnormal
return is recorded.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is -1%. R-squared value indicates
the 36 % of the Bank Dhofar stock price return movements that could be explained by price return
movements of MSM 30 index.
Table 3 (See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Taageer Finance around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There is 7% positive
abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period (8 days prior to the event). In the post
announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; only 4% positive abnormal return
was recorded but on the third day of the dividend announcement 6% positive abnormal returns was
recorded in the Taageer Finance. A considerable abnormal return is found during the third day
announcement of dividend results. After that abnormal return is reduced and 7 th day of post
announcement negative abnormal return is recorded.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is 0%. R-squared value indicates
the 62 % of the Taageer Finance stock price return movements that could be explained by price
return movements of MSM 30 index.
Table 4(See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of HSBC Oman around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There is no Hugh positive
abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period but 3% negative returns was record. In the
post announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; only 2% negative abnormal
return was recorded but there is no large changes in abnormal return of HSBC.
Oman. A considerable cumulative negative abnormal return is found from the seventh day to tenth
day of dividend announcement.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is -1%. R-squared value indicates
the 42 % of the HSBC Oman stock price return movements that could be explained by price return
movements of MSM 30 index.
Table 5(See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Bank Sohar around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There are 3% negative
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abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period (5 days prior to the event). In the post
announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement 9% positive abnormal return was
recorded but on the second day of the dividend announcement 3% negative abnormal returns was
recorded in the Bank Sohar. A considerable abnormal return is found during the second day of
dividend announcement. After that abnormal return is reduced and from 8 th day to 10th day of post
announcement negative abnormal return is recorded.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is 10%. R-squared value indicates
the 29 % of the Bank Sohar stock price return movements that could be explained by price return
movements of MSM 30 index.
Table 6 (See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of National Bank of Oman around the
dividend announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to
annual dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There is no
significant abnormal return found in pre-announcement period. In the post announcement period,
very next day of dividend announcement 12 % positive abnormal return was recorded but on the
second day of the dividend announcement 1% negative abnormal returns was recorded in the
National Bank of Oman. A considerable abnormal return is found during the first and fifth day
of dividend announcement. After that abnormal return is reduced in post dividend announcement
period.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels. This leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is 12%. R-squared value indicates
the 89 % of the National Bank of Oman stock price return movements that could be explained
by price return movements of MSM 30 index.
Table 7 (See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Bank Muscat around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There is 4% positive
abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period (4 days prior to the event). In the post
announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; only 8% positive abnormal return
was recorded but on the second day of the dividend announcement 1% positive abnormal returns
was recorded in the Bank Muscat. A considerable abnormal return is foun during the first day
announcement of dividend results. After that abnormal return is reduced in post announcement
divided dates.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is 10%. R-squared value indicates
the 25% of the Bank Muscat stock price return movements that could be explained by price return
movements of MSM 30 index.
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Table 8 (See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Muscat Finance around the dividend
announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to annual
dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There is 3% to 2%
positive abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period (from 5th day to 3rd days prior to the
event). In the post announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement 10% positive
abnormal return was recorded but on the second day of the dividend announcement 1% positive
abnormal returns was recorded in the Muscat Finance. A considerable abnormal return is found
during the first day announcement of dividend results. After that abnormal return is reduced and
from 6th day to 10th day of post announcement zero abnormal return is recorded.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is 9%. R-squared value indicates
the 81 % of the Muscat Finance stock price return movements that could be explained by price
return movements of MSM 30 index. day of pre-announcement period. The trading strategy is only
viable if the nature surprise is known and most noticeable movement is the return of Muscat
Finance rises considerably on the first of post announcement period for a positive surprise.
Table 9(See the appendix) shows the abnormal return of Oman Investment and Finance around
the dividend announcement. The study consider 11 days event window comprising 5 days prior to
annual dividend announcement and 5 days post annual dividend announcement. There no
significant positive or negative abnormal returns found in pre-announcement period. In the post
announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement 9% positive abnormal return was
recorded but on second day itself 1% negative abnormal returns was recorded in the Oman
Investment and Finance. A considerable abnormal return is found during the first day
announcement of dividend results. After that abnormal return is reduced and there is no
considerable movement in the abnormal return.
The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically
significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. The cumulative abnormal return for the event period is 9%. R-squared value indicates
the 36 % of the Oman Investment and Finance stock price return movements that could be
explained by price return movements of MSM 30 index.
1.14. Findings
1.14.1. Ahli Bank
There is no positive abnormal return found in the pre-announcement period. The abnormal return
is found in the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; 7% positive
abnormal return was recorded. The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative
abnormal returns has statically significant on the post-event period (0, 1 and 2 days) at 5% levels;
which leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
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1.14.2. Bank Dhofar
There are negative abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period. In the postannouncement period, very next day of dividend announcement; 12% positive abnormal return
was recorded. The second day of the dividend announcement 2% positive abnormal returns was
recorded in the Bank Dhofar.The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal
returns has statically significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to
rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.14.3. Taageer Finance
There is 7% positive abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period (8 days prior to the
event). In the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; only 4%
positive abnormal return was recorded but on the third day of the dividend announcement 6%
positive abnormal returns were recorded in the Taageer Finance. The t-test statistic value for
abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically significant on the pre and post
event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.14.4. HSBC Oman
There are no Hugh positive abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period but 3%
negative returns was a record. In the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend
announcement; only 2% negative abnormal return was recorded but there are no large changes in
abnormal return of HSBC Oman. The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative
abnormal returns has statically significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which
leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.14.5. Bank Sohar
There are 3% negative abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period (5 days prior to the
event). In the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement 9% positive
abnormal return was recorded but on the second day of the dividend announcement 3% negative
abnormal returns were recorded in the Bank Sohar. The t-test statistic value for abnormal return
and cumulative abnormal returns has statically significant on the pre and post event period at 5%
levels; which leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.14.6. National Bank of Oman
There is no significant abnormal return found in the pre-announcement period. In the postannouncement period, very next day of dividend announcement 12 % positive abnormal return
was recorded but on the second day of the dividend announcement 1% negative abnormal returns
were recorded in the National Bank of Oman. The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and
cumulative abnormal returns has statically significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels.
This leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
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1.14.7. Bank Muscat
There is 4% positive abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period (4 days prior to the
event). In the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement; only 8%
positive abnormal return was recorded but on the second day of the dividend announcement 1%
positive abnormal returns was recorded in the Bank Muscat. The t-test statistic value for abnormal
return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically significant on the pre and post event period
at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.14.8. Muscat Finance
There is 3% to 2% positive abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period (from 5th day
to 3rd days prior to the event). In the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend
announcement 10% positive abnormal return was recorded but on the second day of the dividend
announcement 1% positive abnormal returns were recorded in the Muscat Finance. The t-test
statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative abnormal returns has statically significant on
the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.14.9. Man Investment and Finance
There no significant positive or negative abnormal returns found in the pre-announcement period.
In the post-announcement period, very next day of dividend announcement 9% positive abnormal
return was recorded but on the second day itself 1%, negative abnormal returns were recorded in
the Oman Investment and Finance. The t-test statistic value for abnormal return and cumulative
abnormal returns has statically significant on the pre and post event period at 5% levels; which
leads to rejection of the null hypothesis.
1.15. Conclusion
The empirical result of the study shows that the considered 9 companies’ stock price movement is
upward significantly after the dividend announcements. Abnormal return and cumulative
abnormal return from the analysis are statistically significant. The result of the study confirms the
dividend signalling theory as the dividend announcements have significantly impacted the share
prices of the company.
Event study method of this study reveals that the investors not gaining significant return/ profit in
the pre-announcement periods as well as on the day of dividend announcement. They are gaining
in the post-announcement day especially next trading day of dividend announcement. Investors
switching their share positions at the time of dividend announcement, which denotes information
efficiency in the post-announcement period of MSM 30 index. The result of the study indicates
trading strategy is only viable if the nature surprise is known which supporting the Efficient Market
Hypothesis.
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1.16. Suggestions
Considering the finds of the study and observation made from the referring other related studies,
the following measures are suggested to improve the performance of banking players and finance
companies in Oman in dividend policy measures.
• The study indicates that payment of dividend makes significant influence on the investment
behaviour of the shareholders in Oman. The companies are suggested to pay the dividend
with regular periodic internal, should increase the shareholder wealth.
• Dividends are usually paid in cash, but it may also issue in the form of additional shares,
which increase investor loyalty and also decrease the sudden share price fluctuation the
post-announcement period.
• Banking sector and financial companies in Oman are advised to consider steadily changing
dividend policy. As per this policy, when a firm retains earnings in good years for this
purpose, it allocates this surplus as dividend equalization reserve. These funds are invested
in current assets like marketable securities, so that they may easily be converted in to cash
at the time of paying dividends in bad years.
• To enhance the corporate governance in Oman banking and financial companies as well as
providing a clear signal to investors about the future financial position of the firm by
improvising corporate decision to distributing or retain the profit. Banking and financial
players in Oman are requested to preserve the proper combination of the share price and
dividend payment because retention of earnings would adversely affect the market price of
the shares.
1.17. Limitations of the Study
There are many benefits to using event studies in research, there are still some limitations to the
model.
• This study applied to Omani companies listed in Muscat Securities Market.
• This study only took for financial and banking sector companies trading in Muscat
Securities Market.
• The period of the study is 2017 only. Not study the previous years of the dividend period.
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